SHAPING THE FUTURE TOGETHER
- Claire Byast shares her story
THE BACKGROUND
Claire started at Magnox six years ago after
working previously at the University of
Bangor. Since joining, she has taken the
opportunity to work in a variety of roles
before settling upon her current job as a
Technical Clerk in the Reactor Physics
department, which she started in 2010.
When news came about the changes, Claire
saw it as the ideal opportunity to think
proactively about the next steps in her career
journey.
THE APPROACH

Magnox. The course is a perfect introduction
to business and it affords Claire the
opportunity to look at other disciplines such
as Human Resources, Finance, Management,
Marketing and Accounting.
“Regardless of what I decide to do, Shaping
the Future has given me scope to think. The
fact that it is on site is a huge advantage and
one I genuinely value. And of course, the
financial help is really appreciated, too.”

“Shaping the Future has
made me think…

“I have always thought seriously about my
career, which is why I‘ve tried a variety of
different roles and departments whilst being
at Magnox” Claire confirms. For her, Shaping
the Future has one clear advantage.
“Having access to support at your workplace is
how Shaping the Future has really helped me”
she says. “The Strengthscope questionnaire
validated how I saw ‘Me’ but the Coaching
support has been invaluable in making me
think “What do I want to do now?”
And for Claire, that means further study. An
Open University course will – she hopes –
grow her academic knowledge as well as
opening up potential future career paths.
THE FUTURE
Claire hopes that by completing her Open
University course, Level 1, Introduction to
Business Studies that it will help her decide
what her future career might be after

and become more focused
about my future.”
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